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MI L-STD-750C
NOTICE 7
30 June 1993

MILITARY STANDARD

TEST METHODS FOR SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES

TO ALL t43LDERS OF HIL-STD-750C:

1. THE FDLLOUING PAGES OF HIL-STD-750C HAVE BEEN REVISED AND SUPERSEDE THE PAGES LISTEO:

METHOD NEU PAGE DATE SUPERSEDED PAGE DATE
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30 June 7%’3
30 June 1993
30 June 1993
30 August 1992
30 June 1993
30 Apri 1 1’9%
30 June 1%’3
30 June ‘7993
30 April 1991
‘T7 September 1987
30 June ?993
30 June 1993
30 Apri 1 1991
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13
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1
2
1
2
1
2
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5
6
5
6

30 April 1992
REPRINTED !JITNOOT CHANGE

30 April 1992
30 April 1992
30 April 1992

REPRINTED IAITHWT CHAN6E
30 April ?992

REPRINTED U1T3iO!JT CHANGE
30 April 1992
30 April 1992
30 Apri 1 1592

REPRINTED WITHOUT CHAffiE
30 Apri 1 1992

REPRINTEO !JITHDUT CHANGE
30 Apri L 1991
30 April 1951

REPRINTED UITHDVT CHANGE
KEPRINTED UITHCdJT CHANGE

23 February 1983
30 April 1591

REPRINTED W17HOVT CHANGE

2. THE FOLLOUING TEST METHODS OF fllL-STD-750C HAVE BEEN REVISEO ANO SUPERSEDE THE TEST METHOD LISTED:

METHOD DATE SUPERSEDED METHOD DATE

1019.4 30 June 7993 1019.3 30 April 1991
1022.5 30 June 1993 . ICLZ?.4 30 April 1992

AMSC NIA 10f2 FSC 596’I
DISTR1 BUT ION STATEMENT A. Apprc.ved for pubti c release; distrib”t ion is unLimi ted.
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3. THE FOLLOUING NEW METHODS HAVE BEEN ADDED:

NEU METHOO TITLE

I 10’S8 lnterna L Uater-Vapr Contsnt.

1 34m clamped, Inductive, Switching, Safe, Operating
Area for NOS Gated Power Transistors.

I 5m2 Capacitance-voltsge Heasursmtnts to Determine Oxide Quality.

I .4. RETAIN THIS NOTICE AND INSERT 8EFORE TASLE OF CONTENTS.

DATE

5. Polders of MIL-STD-750C vi it verify that page changes and additioms indicated ak.sve have ken entered
This ~ti ce page wi 11 be retained as a check sheet. This ~ssuance, tcgether with appended pages, is a
separate publication. Each notice is to be retained by stocking points unti L the mi Litary standard is
completely revisal or cancelsd.

custodians:
Army - ER
Navy - EC
Air Force - J?
NASA - NA

Review activities:
Army - AR, Ml
Navy - SH
Air Force - 19, 85, 99
DLA - ES

User activities:
Navy - AS, CG, MC, OS
Air Force - f3

Preparing activity:
Navy - EC

Agent:
DiA - ES

(Project 5961-1317)
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4.5 Reaui rements for HTREI and burn-in.

a.

* b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

9.

h.

* i.

The temperature of 20”c minimum is the ambient air temperature to which al 1 devices should be
expsed during power screening where room ambient is specified.

An increase i. effective ambient temperature from cumulative induced power to devices under test
shall not result in device junction temperature exceeding maxi ❑um ratings.

Ambient temperature shal L not b-e measured in the convection current (above) or dounst ream (Fan Air)
of devices under test.

Moving air greater than 30 CFH (Natural convection) may be aL Lowed for the purpose of temperature
equali zat ion within high device density burn-in racks.

High velocity or cooled air shall not be used for the purpose of increasing device rati~s.

Power up of burn-in racks may occur when ambient is Less than specified. Uhen thermal equilibrium
has been reached, or 5 hours maximum has occurred, the ambient shal L be at the specified vaLue.
Time accrued prior to reaching specified ambient shall not be chargeable, to the Life test
durat i on.

If the ambient at the five hour, or beyond, point is not the specified vaLue a rmnconformance sha L L
exist requiring corrective act ion.

Time is not chargeable during the period when specified condi t ions are not maintained. If device
maximum rat i ngs are exceeded and the manufacturer intends to submit the lot affected, the product
on test must be evaluated by re-start ing the burn-in or HTRB from zero hours at the specified
temperature and verifying that the end-paint fai lure rate is typi caL for this product type f turn a
review of estab Lish4 records.

Chamber temperature for HTRB and burn-in shal L be ccmtro L led to *3 percent of the specified value
(unless otherwise specified in 4.1.1). This temperature sha 1 L be maintained within the chamber.
Forced air may be used to equalize temperature within the chamber but sha 11 not be used as a
coo(ant to increase device power capabi Li ty.

6.6 Bias requirements.

a.

b.

c.

d.

Bias errors at the power supply source caused by changing power supply loads durig temperature
transit ions shal 1 not exceed *5 percent of that specified va be.

Bias va Lues at the source, during stabilized conditions, sha L L not exceed *3 percent of the
specified value.

Burn-i n apparatus sha 1 L be arranged so as to resu Lt in the approximate average power dissipation
for each device whether devices are tested individually or in a group. Bias and burn-in circuitry
tolerances shou Ld not vary test conditions to individua L devices by mare than *5 percent of
specified conditions.

NormaL variation in individual device characteristics need not be compensated for by burn-in
circuitry.

Supersedes page 7b of Notice 4
7b
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e. Burn-in equipment shal 1 be arranged so that the existence of fed led or abnorma 1 devices in a group
does not negate the ●ffect of the test f.av other devices in the grwp. Pericdic verification wi (1
assure that sper. i f ied ccmdit ions are being maintained. Verification sha Ll be performed, as a
minimum, at the starting arid end of screening.

f. Lead, stud, or case mounted devices shal 1 be mounted in their normal mounting co”f igurat ion and the
paint of mechanical connection sha 11 be maintained at no Less than the specified ambient.

Supersedes page 7C of Not i m 4
7C
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Numeri Cal index of test methods

Ilethcd no.

Iouf.1
Iofl
lm5
10f6
1017.1

*IM9.3
1020.2
1021.1

*’S022.4
1026.5
1027.3
1031.5
1032.2
1036.3
1037.2

*1038.2
1039.3
1040
1041.3
1042.2
1046.2
1048
1049
fo51.5
1054.1
1055.1

*1056.4
10-$1.1
1065.1

*1 071.6

*1018

2m5. 2
2G06
2016.2
2017.2
2026.8
2031.2
2036.3
2037
2046.1
2051.1
2052.2
2056
2057.1
2CL%
2&5a

2069
2070.1
2071.2
2072.5

Title

Environmental tests (IWO series).

Barometric pressure (reduced).
Immersion.
Steady-state primary photocur rent i radiation procedure (electron beam).
Insulation resistance.
Neutron irradiation.
Steady-state total dcse i radiation procedure.
ELectrostat ic discharge sensitivity c Lass if i cat ion.
Moisture resistance.
Resistance to solvents.
Steady-state operation life.
Steady-state operation Life (LTPD).
High-temperature life (nonoperating).
High-temperature (nonoperating) life (LTPO).
Intermittent operation Life.
Intermittent operation Life (LTPD).
Burn-in (for dicdes, rectifiers, ar’d zeners).
Burn-in (for transistors).
Burn-in (for thyristors (controlled rectifiers)).
Salt atmosphere (corrosion).
Burn-in and life test for power HOSFET’S or insulated gate. bipaLar transistors (lGBT).
Salt spray (corrosion).
Blocking life.
Blocking life (LTPD).
Temperature cyc Ling (air to ai r).
Potted environment stress test.
Monitored mission temperature cycle.
Thermal shock (liquid to liquid).
Temperature measurement, case and stud.
oew point.
Hermetic seal.
lnterna L water-vafmr content.

Mechani ca L characteristics tests (2000 series).

Axia L Lead tensi Le test.
Constant acceleration.
Shock
Die attach integrity.
Solderabi Lity.
Soldering heat.
TerioinaL strength.
Bond strength.
Vibration fatigue.
Vibration noise.
Part i cLe impact noise detection test.
Vibration< variab Le freqwmcy.
Vibration, variable freauency (monitored).
PhysicaL dimensions.
External visual for nontransparent, glass-em.ased, do”bLe pL”g, “o”cavityr axiaL leaded
diodes.
Pre-cap visuaL, power MOSFET’S.
Pre-cap visual microwave discrete a“d m“Lti chip trmsistors.
Vi sua L and mechani cat exarninat ion.
lnterna L vi sua L transistor (pre- cap) i “spect ion.

Supersedes page 13 of Notice 5
13
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Numerics 1 index of test methcds - Continue..

Methcd no. Title

2073
2074.2
2075

*2076. 2
2077.2
20s1
20s2

3001.1
3W5.I
3011.2
3015
302U
3026.1
3030
3036.1
3041.1
3051
3052
3053
3061.1
3066.1
3071
3076.1
30s6.1
3W2 .1

*3101 .1
3103
3104

3126
3131.2
3132
3’136
3141
3746.1
3151
3161

3181

3201.1
32C6. 1
3211
3216
3221
3231
3236

Mechanical characteristics tests (2033 series) - Cc+itinued.

Visua 1 inspect it+! for die (semiconductor diode).
Internal visual inspect ion (discrete semiconductor dicdes).
Oecap internal visual design verification.
Radiography.
Scanning electrcm microscope (SEM) inspection of metal li zation.
Forward instabi Lity, shock (FIST).
Eackuard instability, vibration (BIST).

Electrical characteristics tests for bimlar transistors (3000 series).

Breakdown voltage, ml Lector to hse.
eurnout by pulsing.
Breakdown voltage, co{tector to’ emitter.
Drift.
Flosting potential.
Breakdown voltage, emitter to base.
collector to ●mitter voltage.
Collector to base cutoff current.
Col Lector to emitter cutoff current.
safe operating area (continuous dc).
Safe operatig area (pulsed).
Safe operating area (switching).
Emitter to base cutoff current.
l!.ase emitter voltage (saturated or nonsaturated).
Saturation voltage and resistance.
Forward-current transfer ratio.
Static input rest stance.
Stat i c transco”ductance.

Ci rcui t-Performance and therms 1 resistance measurements (3100 series).

Therms 1 impedance testing of dicdes.
Therms 1 impeckmce measurements for insulated gate bipolar transistors.
Thermal impedance measurements of GaAs MOSFET’s (constant current forward-biased gate VOltage
methcd).
Thermal resistance (collector-cutoff -current methcd).
Therms 1 impedance measurements for bipolar transistors (delta base-emitter methcd).
Therina L resistance (dc forward voltage drop, emitter base continuous methcd).
Thermal resistance (forward voltage drop, CO1 Lector to base, dicde method).
Thermal respcmse t i me.
Th.+ma L time constant.
Thermal resistance, general.
Thermal impedance measurements for verti cat Pwer ROSFET’s (delta source-drain voltage
method).
Thermal resistance for thyristors.

Low f reguencv tests (32cQ series).

Smal l-signal short-ci rc.it input impedance.
Small-signal short-circuit forward-current transfer ratio
Sma 1 l-signal open-circuit reverse-voltage t ransf er ratio.
Small-signal open-circuit output admittance.
Smal l-signal short-ci rc”it input admi tt$nce.
Smal L-signs 1 short-circuit output admittance.
Open circuit output capacitance.

Supersedes page 74 of NOti ce 5
14
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Numerical index of test methods - Continued.

Methcd no.

3240.1
3241
3246.1
3251.1
3255
3256
3261.1
3266

330f
3306.3
3311
3320

3401.1
3403.1
3404
3405.1
3407.1
3411.1
3413.1
3415.1
3421.1
3423
3431
3433
3453
3455
3457
3459
3461
3469
3470.2
3471.1
3472.2
3473.1

3474.1
3475.1

3476

3477

3478.1
3479

*3490

Title

L.c+I frequency tests (3200 series) - Continued

Input capacitance (output open-circuited or short-circuited).
Direct interterminal capacitance.
Noise figure.
Pulse response.
Large signal Fower gain.
small signal power gain.
Extrapolated unity gain frequency.
Real part of small-signal short circuit input impedance.

Hiqh frequencY tests (33CLl series)

Smsl l-signa L short-circuit forward-current transfer-ratio cutof f f requency.
Sma LL-signa L short-circuit forward-current transfer ratio.
Maximum frequency of osci 1 Lat ion.
Poner output, RF power gain, and CO1 lector efficiency.

ELectri cal character sti cs tests for MOS f ieLd-ef f ect transistors
(3433 series)

Breakdown voltage, gate to source.
Gate to source voltage or current.
MOSFET thresho Ld voltage.
Orain to source on-state voLtage.
Breakdown voltage, drain to source.
Gate reverse current.
Drain current.
Drain reverse current.
Stat i c drain to source on-state resistance.
smal L-signal, drain to source on-state resistance.
Sma 1 L-signs L, common-source, short-circuit, input capaci tance.
sma L l-signal, common-source, short-cl rcuit, reverse-t ransf er capsci tance.
SMS1 l-signa L, common-source, short-circuit, output admittance.
SmaLL-signa L, common-source, short-ci rcui t, forward transadmittance.
Sma L L-signs 1, common-source, short-circuit, reverse transfer admittance.
Pulse response (FET).
sma kl-signa L, common-source, short-ci rcui t, input admittance.
Repetitive uncLamp& inductive switching.
Single puLse unclamped inductive switching.
Gate charge.
Switching time test.
Reverse recovery time (t ~r) and recovered charge (Qrp) for power MOSFET body dicde and for
fast, ultra-fast power rect I f 1 ers.
Safe operating area (SOA) for power MOSFET’s or i nsu Lated gate bipolar transistors ( lGBT).
Forward t ranconductance (PU Lsed dc methcd) for power 410SFET’s or insulat~ gate bipolar
transistors (IGBT).
Commutating diode for safe operating area test procedure for measuring d.ldt
during reverse recovery of pxer MOSFET transistors or insulated gate bipolar
transistors ( lGBT).
Measurement of tota 1 switching losses of an insulatsd gate bipoLar transistor
( lGBT)
Power t ran$i stor electrical dose rate test method.
Short circuit withstand time.
C Lamped induct ive switching safe operating area for MOS gated power transistors.

Supersedes page 15 of Notice 5
15
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Itethcd no.

3501
3575
3505

4cm.1
4ofl.4
4076.3
4021.2
4022
4026.2
4031.2
4036.?
4041.2
4046.1
4051.3
4056.2
4051.1
40-%.3
4071.1
4076.1
4c!al.2

4101.3
4102
4706
4111.1
4116.1
4?21 .2
4126.2
4131.1
4136.1
4141.1
4’146.’I
4151

4201.2
4206.1
4211.1
4216
4219
4221.1
4223
4224
4225
4226.1
4231.2

Numerical index of’ test methcds - Cent inued.

Title

Elect rica 1 characteristics tests for -1L4uM ftrsenide transistors

(35CK3 series)

Breakdown Volt%le, drain to source.
Forward transconductance.
AsS0Ci8ted gain.

Elect rical characteristic cs tests for diodes (@Xl class).

capacitance.
ForUa@ voltage [source-drain dicde).
Reverse current leakage.
Breakdown voltage (dicdes).
Breakdwn voltage (voltage regulators and voltage-reference diodes).
Forward reccwery voltage and time.
Reverse recavery time.
C,Q,! for “oLt~e variable capacitance diodes.

Rectification efficiency.
Reverse current, average.
Stca L1-sigmal reverse breakdown voltage impedance.
Small-signal forward impedance.
Storsd charge.
surge current.
Temperature coefficient of breakdown voltage.
Saturation current.
Thermai resistance of Lead mounted dicdes (forward voltage, switching methcxf).

Electrical characteristics tests for microwave dicdes (4100 series)

conversion 10ss.
microwave dicde capacitance.
Detector pwer efficiency.
F{gure of merit (current sensitivity).
Intermediate frequency (IF) impedance.
Output noise ratio.
overall noise figure and noise figure of the IF amplifier.
Videa resistance.
Standing wave ratio.
Burnout by repetitive puLSin9.
eurnout by singke pulse.
Rectified microwave dicde current.

Electrical characteristics tests for thyristors (controlled rectifiers) (42CQ series)

Holding current.
Forward blocking current.
Reverse blocking current.
Pulse response.
Reverse gate current.
6ate-t rigger voltage or gate-trigger current.
Gate-cent rolled turn-on time.
circuit-coimwtated twn-off time.
Gate-cent rot Led turn-of f time.
Forward ‘%n” voltage.
Exponential rate of voltage rise.

Supersedes page 16 of Notice 5
?6
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Method no.

43M
4306.1
4316
4321
4326
4337

5CUS. I
*5C02

5010

Numerical index of test methods - Cent i“uecl.

Tit Le

Elect ri cal characteristics tests for tunnel dicdes (43C0 series)

Junction capacitance.
Static characteristics of tunnel dicdes.
Series inductance.
Negative resistance.
Series resistance.
Suitching time.

Hiqh reliability space aDDli cation tests (5ClKl class)

Uafer lot acceptance testing.
Capacitance-voltage measurements to determine oxide quality.
Clean room and workstation airborne part i cle class if i cat ion and measurement.

Supersedes page 17/18 of Notice 5
17/18
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METHOD 1018

INTERNAL UATER-VAPOR CONTENT

1. _. The purpose of this test is to measure the water-vapor content of the atmosphere inside a
metal or ceramic hermetically-sealed devi ce. It can be dest ructive (procedures 1 and 2) or nondest ructive
(procedure 3).

2. APPARATUS. The apparatus for the interna L water-vaFOr content test shal 1 be as follows for the chosm
procedure:

2.1 Procedure 1. (Procedure 1 measures the water-vapor content of the device atmosphere by mass
spectmmetry. ) The apparatus for procedure 1 shall consist of:

a. A n!ass spectrometer capable of reproducibly detecting the specifisd ueisture content for a given
volume package with a factor of ten sensitivity safety margin (i. e., for a specifisd limit of
5,000 ppmv, .01 cc, the mass spectrometer shal L demonstrate a 503 PPMV or less absoLute
sensitivity to moisture for a pack?qe volume of .01 CC). The sma LLest volume sha L L be
considered the worst case. The calibration of the mass spectrometer shaL L k-e accomplished
at the specif itd misture Limit (*20 percent) using a package simulator which hss, the
capabi Lity of generating at least three known voLumes of gas *IO percmt on a repetitive
basis by mtans of a continuous samp Le voLume purge of known moisture content *IO percent.
Moisture content shal L be established by the standard generation techniques (i. e., 2
pressure, divided f Low, or crycgeni c methcd). The absoLute moisture shaL L bs measured by
an NIST calibrated moisture dew point ana Lyzer at Least once every 2 years. The NIST
calibrated dew pointer sha L L be returned to the Nat iona L Institute of Standards and
Technology at Least once each year for recalibration. Calibration records shall be kept
on a daily bssis and made avai Lable to DCAS personne L. Gas ana Lysis results obtained by
this method shal 1 be considered valid on Ly in the moisture range or Limit bracketed by at
Least two (volume or concentration) calibration points (i e., 5,00U ppmv between .01 - .1
cc or I,CF31 - 5,CKPI ppmv between .01 - .1 cc). A best fit curve shall be used between
voLume calibration points. correct ions of sensitivity factors deviating greater than 10
percent from the mean between calibration points sha L L be requi red.

b. A vacuum opening chamber which can contain the device and a vacuum transfer passage connecting the
device to the mass spectrometer of 2. la. The transfer passage sha L L be maintained at 125°c +5-C.
The fixturing in the vacuum opening chamber shaLL position the specimsn as required by the piercing
arrangement of 2.Ic, and maintain the device at IOQ” C *5”c for a minimum of 10 minutes prior to
piercing.

c. A piercing arrangement functioning within the opening chamber or transfer passage of 2.lb, which
can pierce the specimen housing (without breaking the mass spectrometer chamber vacuum and withcut
disturbing the package sealing medium), thus aL Lowing the specimen’s interna L gases to escape into
the chamber and mass spectrometer.

NOTE: A sharp-pointed piercing tmL, actuated from outside the chamber waLL via a bellows to permit
movement, shou Ld be used to pierce both meta L and ceramic packages. For ceramic psckages, the package
Lid or cover should be Loca LLy thinned by abrasion to faci Litate Loca Lized piercing.

2.2 Procedure 2. (Procedure 2 measures the water-vapr content of the device atmosphere by i ntqrat ing
moisture pi eked up by a dry carrier gas at 50° C. ) The apparatus for procedure 2 sha LL consist of:

. . An intqrat i ng electronic detector and moisture sensor capable of reproducibly detecting a
water-vapar content of 300 *5O ppmv mei sture for the package volume being tested. This shal 1 be
determined by dividing the absohdte sensit i.ity in mi crcgra.s H20 by the comp. ted eight Of the 9as
in the de. i ce under test, and then correcting to pp...

METHOD 1018

1
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b. A piercing chamber or enc Losure, connected to the integrating derector of 2.2., which ui 11 contain
the device specimen a“d mai”tai” its temperature at 1 C13°C *5° C during measurements. The chamber
shall posit ion the speci men as requi red by’ the piercing arrangement. The piercing mechanism *hat 1
open the package in a manner which wi 1 L al Low the contained gas to be purged out by the carrier gas
or Pewved by evacuation. ~e sensor and connection to the piercing chamber wi 11 be maintained at
a temperature of 50” C *2” C.

2.3 Procedure 3. (Procedure 3 measures the water-vapor content of the device atmosphere by measuring the
respo”s~brated maisture sensor or an lC chip which is sealed within the device housing, with its
electrical terminals avai Lable at the package exterior. ) The apparatus for procedure 3 shall consist of o“e
of the following:

a. A moisture sensor element a“d readmt instrument capable of detecting a water-vap.sr content of 300
*5O ppmv whi le sensor is mounted inside a sealed device.

b. Metal lizat ion runs cn the device being tested isolated by back-biased dicdes which uhe” connectd
as part of a bridge network can detect 2,LTXI ppmv within the cavity. The chip shall be cmled in a
manner such that the chip surface is th= ccolest surface i“ the cavity. The device shall be cooled
bel.c+ dew point and then heattd to r60m temperature as me complete test cycle.

NOTE: Suitable types of sensors may include (among others) paral Lel or interdigi tated metal Stripm on an

oxidized si Li con chip, and porcms anodized-aluminum structures with gold-surf ace electrodes.

Surface conduct ivity sensors may m.t be used i“ metal packages without external package wa 11 insulation.
!dhe” used, the sensor shal 1 be the coolest surface in the cavity. It should be noted that some surface
conductivity sensors requi R a higher ionic cantent than available i“ ultrac lea” CERDIP packages. 1“ any
case, correlation with mass spectr.amete~ procedure 1 shal 1 be established by c [early showing that the sensor
reading ca” determine whether the cavity atmosphere has more cm less than the specified m.aist”re limit at
Ioo”c.

3. PROCEDURE. The internal water-vapc.r content test sha 11 be conducted in accordance with the
requirement of procedure 1, procedure 2, or procedure 3. Devices containing desiccants or organics shal 1 be
prebaked for 12 to 24 hams at IOO”C *5°c prior to hot insertion into apparatus.

3.1 Procedure 1. The device sha 11 be hermetic in accordance with test methcd 1014, and free from a“y
surface~ts uhi ch may interfere uith accurate .ater-vapm content measurement.

After device insertion, the device and chamber shal 1 & pumped down a“d baked out at a temperature of 1 lXl”C
*5=< “nt i 1 the backgrw”d pressure level wi 11 not prevent achieving the specified measurement accuracy and

sensitivity. After pumpdown, the device case or lid shal 1 be punctured and the following properties of the
released gases shal 1 be measured, using the mass spect raneter:

a. The increase in chamber pressure as the gases are released by piercing the de.i ce package. A
pressure rise of less than 50 percent of normal for that package volume a“d pressuri zat ion may
i“di cate that (1) the puncture was “.x f”1 Ly accomplished, (2) the device package was not sealed
hermetical ly, or (3) does not contain the “omal internal pressure.

b. The water-vapor content of the released gases, as a pro~rti.a” (by volume) of the total gas
content.

c. The proportions (by vol”,ne) of the other fol lowing gases:
Hz, C02, CH

‘z, He, MaSS 69 (f hiO?OcarkOnS), 02, A,,

a“d report~ 0. alL gases present greater than ‘1 pwc.ent by voi”me. Da. reduction shaLL be
, and other solvents, f f avai lable, i” the order stated. Calculations sha 11 be rade

performed i“ a manner which wi 11 preclude the cracking pattern interference from other gas specie
i“ the calcu Lat ions of nwistu~e content. Data shal 1 be corrected for any system dependent matrix
effects such as the presence of hydmge” in the internal ambient,

METHOD 1018
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3.1.1 Fai lure criteria,

a. A device which has a vater-vspor content greate~ than the. specif ied msxi mum va he shal 1 constitute
a fai lure.

b. 9, device which exhibits an abnormally low total gas .mnte”t, as def i“ed in 3. la, shaLL constitute a
fai lure, if it is not replaced. Such a device may be replaced by another device from the same
population; if the replacement device exhibits normal total gas content for its typs, neither it
nor the origima 1 device shall constitute a fai lure for this cause.

c. Data ana Lysis on devices containing desiccants or organics shal 1 be terminated after 95 percent of
the gas has been analyzed i“ a dynamic ~asureme”t system or data shall be taken after pressure has
stabi lized for a pericd of 2 minutes i“ a static system or in any manner which approaches the true
measurement of ambient nmisture in equi librium at IGQ”C within the cavity.

3.2 Procedure 2. The device shall bs hermetic in accordance with test method 1014, and free from any
surface~ts which may interfere with accurate water-vapor content measurement.

After device insert ion into the piercing chamber, gas shal 1 be flowed through the system unt i 1 a stable
base-line value of the detector output is attained. Uith the gas flow continuing, the device package shall
then be pierced so that a portion of the purge gas f Lows thrwgh the psckage under test and the evolved
moisture integrated unti 1 the base-Line detector reading is again reachd. A“ aLter”at ive al lows the
package gas to be transferred to a holding chamber which contains a moisture sensor a“d a pressure
indicator. System is calibrated by injecting a known qua”t ity of moisture OP cpening a package of known
moisture content.

3.2.1 Failure criterk.

a. A device !+hi ch has a water-vapor content (by voLume) greater than the specified maximum vaLue shal L
constitute a fai Lure.

b. After removal f rc.m the piercing chamber, the device $hal 1 be inspected to ascertai” that the
package has been f ul Ly opened. A device package which was not pierced sha L L constitute a fai lure,
i f the test is not performed o“ anothe~ device from the same popukat ion; i f this retest sampLe or
replacement is derma”st rated to be pierced and meets the specified water-vapor co”te”t criteria, the
specimen shal 1 be considered to have passed the test.

c. A package which is a Leaker in the purge case wi 11 be wet and counted as a fai lure. In the case of
evacuation, a norma L pressure rise shall be measured as i“ 3.fa.

3.3 Procedure 3. The nwi st.re sensor sha 11 be ca Librated in an atmosphere of k“oi+” water-vapor content,
such as that established by a saturated solmion of an appropriate saLt or dilution fbaw stream. It shall
be demonstrated that the sensor ca Librat ion can be verified after package seal or that post sea L calibration
of the sensor by Lid removal is an acceptable procedure.

The moisture sensor shal L be $ea Led i“ the device psckage or, when specif i &, i“ a dummy package of the same
type. This Sealin9 sha 1 L be done under the same processes, with the same die attach materials and i” the
same facl LI t i es during the same time period as the devi we ~ulat ion being tested.

The water-vapor co”te”t measurement sha 11 be made, at ICKI” C or below, by measuring the moisture sensor
response. Correlat io” with pmced.re 1 sha 11 be accomplished before s“i tabi 1 ity of the sensor for procedure
3 is granted. It sha 11 be shown the package ambient a“d sensor surface are f pee f rem any co”tatnio-sting
materials such as organic solvents which might result i“ a lower than “s”a L wistums rwdi “g.

3.3.1 Fai lure criteria. A specimen which has a water-vapor content greater than the specified maxirn”m
vaLue sha LL constitute a fai lure.

METHOD 1018
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& Implementation. Suitability for performing method 1018 analysis is granted by the qualifying activity
for specific timi ts and volumes. Hethcd 10t8 calibration procedures and the suitability survey are designed
to guarantee *2O percent lab-to-lab correlation i n making a determination whether the sample p?sses or fai 1s
the specified limit. Water vapor contents reported either above or below the (water vapor content - volume)
range of suitabi Lity are not certified as correLatabLe values. This out of specif i cation data has meani c-g
onLy in a relative sense and cnly when one laboratory’s resu Lts are being compared. Suitabi lity status has
been granted for a specif i caticn Limit of 5,CGU ppmv and package volumes falling between .Of cc and .85 cc.
The range of suitability for each laboratory wi 11 be extended by the qualifying activity when the analyti cd
laboratories demonstrate an expanded capabi Lity. Information y current analytical laboratory suitabi Lity
status can be obtained by writing DESC/EQT, Dayton, OH 45440.

* 5. ~. The following details shall be specified in the applicable acquisition document:

a. The procedure (1, 2, or 3) when a specific procedure is to be used (see 3).

* b. The insxirnum al Louable water-vapor content falling within the range of suitabi Lity as specified in
test methcd 5005, 5008, or 5mo.

METHOD 1018
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14ETNOD 10f9.4

STEADY-STATE TOTAL 00SE IRRADIATIoN PROCEOURE

* 1. ~. This test procedure defines the requirements for testing discrete packaged semiumductor
devices for tota L dose effects by ionizimg radiation from a Cobalt-dO (dOCo) gamma ray source. This
procsdure i“cl”des only steady-state irradiations, and is not applicable to pulse type irradiaticm. This
test msy prcduce severe degradation of the electrical properties of irrsdiattd devices.

1.1 Definitions. Definitions of terms ustd in this procedure are give” belcw:

a.

b.

c.

* d.

In-flux tests: Electrical mtssurewnts made on devices during radiation expxwre.

Not in-flux tests: Electrical measurements tie on devices at any time other than during
irradiatic+t.

Remte tests: Electrical measurtmsnts de on devices which are physically rtmovsd fr.m the
irradiation Location for the G-sasuremtnts.

Ionizing radiation effects. The char!qes in the electrical parameters of a &vice or
integrated circuit resu Lts from radiaiion-induced charge. it is aLso referred to as tota L
dose effects.

* 2. Am ratus. The apparatus she.Ll ccmist of the radiatirn swrce, electrical test instrumentation, test
circuit bard(s), cable, interconnect board or switchirg systtm, if used, and appropriate dotimetry
measurement system, if used. Adequate precauti.ms shsll bt observed to obtain an ●lectrical measurement
system with sufficient insu Latim, ample shieLding, satisfactory grounding, and with suitable LW noise from
the win power supply.

* 2.1 Radiation source. The radiation source used in the test shaLl be the uniform field of a CobsLt-tU
gamms ray source. Uniformity of the radiation field in the volume where devices are irradiated shsLl be *IO
percent as msasured by the dosimetry system, unLess otherwise spcified. Chawges in geometry frw one test
to another require remeasurement of the fieLd uniformity.

* 2.1.1 Coba Lt-6J3 source. The gamma ray fieLd of a Coba Lt-~ source shall bs calibrated at Least every
three years to an uncertainty of n-a more than *5 percent as measured with a“ appropriate chsimetry system
whose calibration is traceable to the National Institute of Sta”dard$ and Technology (NIST). Corrections
for Cobalt-KI source decay shall be made monthly.

* 2.2 DosimetrY system. The gamma ray fieLd of the radiaticm scurce shal L b characterized by appropriate
dosimetry (traceab Le to NIST) methods prior to irradiation of test devices. The foLlowing DoD adcpted
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) standards or their equivalents shal L be used:

ANS1/ASTf4 E 65-78 Standard Nethod for Calcu Lati.m of Absnrbd Dose frc.a Gamma or X Radiation.

ANSI/ASTM E 6-58-78 Standard Practice for the Application of Thermoluminescence-Dosimstry (TLD)
Systems for Determining Absorbed Oose in Radi.atio”-Hardness Testing of El=ctrcmic
Devices.

Supersedes Nethcd 1019.2 of 30 Apri L 199f METHoD 1019.4
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* ASTM E 1250 -

* ASTM E 1275 -

* ASTM E q249 -

Standard Iiethcd for Applicaticm of Ionization Chambers to Assess
the Lou Energy Gamma Oxrpenent of Cobalt 60 Irradiators Used in
Radiation Hardness Testing of Silicon electronic Devices.

Standard Practice for Use of a RadioChromic Film Oosimetry
system.

Minimizing Oosinwtry Errors in Radiati.m Hardness Testing of
Silicon Electronic Devices.

● ‘These industry standards address the cmversion of absorbed &se from .me material to another and the

P-P u$e Of VariCUS ~i~try syst=. II

* 2.3 Electrical test instruments. ALL instrumentation ustd for electrical meas”reu,.e”ts. sha LL have
stabi Lity, accuracy, and res.aluticm required for accurate measurenwt of th= electrical parameters. tiny
instrumentatic.n rtqui red to operate in a radiation environment above 10 RElt/hour sha LL bs appropriately
shieLded, or the rsdiation Leve L must be Less than the instrumtntaticm manufacturers recormcrded maxinam.

2.4 Test circuit bosrd( s). Devices to be irrsdiatsd sha LL be mwntcd m or connected to circuit
boarcs together with a“y associated circuitry necessary for device biasing during irradiation or for in-site
measurements. Unless otherwise specified, aLL device input terminals arid any others which may affect the
radiaticm response shsll be electrically connected during irrsdiatiott, i.e., mat Left fLoating. The
geometry and materiaLs of the compLeted board shall allw uniform irrsdiatio” of the devices under test.
GCID6 design and construction practices shaLL be used to prevent osci Llatic.ns, ❑inimize leakage currmts,
prevent ●lectrical damage, and cbtain accurate mtasureme”ts. All apparatus ustd repeatedly in rsdiation
fields shaLL be checked periodically for physical or electrical degradation. Companmts which are placed on
the test circuit bosrd, other the,” devices under test, SIVSLL be i“semitive to the accumulated radiation, or
they shs Ll be shielded f- the radiation test fixtures, shal L be m-ads in such a way that materials wiLL n-at
disturb the uniformity of the radiatic+fieLd intensity at the device ““der test.

* 2.5 Interconnect or switchinq System. This system sha LL be located externa L to the radiation ●nvironment
Locaticn, and provides the interface between the test instr.rnentation and the devices under test. It is
part of the entire test system and subject to the Limitation specifitd in 2.4 for Leakage between terminals.

* 2.6 Procedure. The test devices shaLL be irradiated as specified by a test pLan. This pLan sha LL
specify the device descripti.a”, radiation c.mditicms, device bias conditions, dosimetry system op+msticg
conditions and measurements, and wnditions.

* 3.1 Sample seLection. Unless otherwise specified, the test sampLes shaLL be ra”d.amLy
se Lected from the parent pcpa Lation and idmtic.ally psckaged. Each part sha LL be individually identifiable
to ●nabLe pm- a“d pmstirradaiticn c~rison. For device types which are ESD-sensitive, proper Mulling
techniques shal L be used to prevtnt damage to the devices. only devices which have passed the ●lectrical
specification as defined i“ the test pLa” shall be submitted to radiation testing.

3.2 Oosimetry measurentnts. The radiation field intensity at the location of the device under test shall
be deter,mi”ed prior to testing by dosimetry or by source decay correction calculations, as appropriate, to
assure conformance to test leveL and uniformity rsquireme”ts. The dose to the device under test sha Ll be
determined one of two ways: (1) by measurement during the irradiation with an appropriate dosimeter, or (2)
by correcting a previews dosimetry vaLue fc.~ the decay of the ~ to Co source intensity in the intervening

time. Appropriate correction shall be 6=.4.s to convert the measured or calculated dose in the .4c&.eter
mater iaL to the dose i“ the device under test.

~1 Copies may be obtained from ASTM, 1916 Race Street, Phi L.sde Lphia, PA 19103.

METHOD 1019.4
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3.3 Leadlalumin.m (PblAl) container. Test specimens sha LL be ●nclosed in a PblAl container to minimize
dose enhancement effects caused by low-energy, scattered radiation. a minimum of 1.5 mm Pb, surrounding an
inner shield of at least 0.7 mm Al, is required. This Pb/Al container produces an approximate charged
particle equilibrium for S1 and for TLO; S such as CaF2. The radiation fieLd intensity shall be measured
inside the Pb/Al container (1) initia LLy, (2) when the source is changed, or (3) when the orientation of
configuration of the scurce, container, or test-fixture is chang~. This measurement shall be per formtd by
placing a dosimeter (e. g., a TLD) in the device-irradiation container at the approximate test-device
position. If it can be demonstrated that low-energy scattered radiation is small trough that it wil L not
cause dosimetry ●rrors due to dose enhancement, the PblAl ccatainer may be .mitttd.

3.4 Radiation level(s). The test devices shall be irradiated to the dose Level(s) specified in the test
pLan within *llM. If muLtipLe irradiations are rtquired for a set of test devices, then the postirradiatic.n
●lectrical paramster measurements sha LL be performed after ●ach irradiaticm.

3.5 Radiatim dose rate.

3.5.1 Conditi.an A. The dose-rate range shalL be between 50and2LlXI rads (Si)/s (0.5 and 206y(Si )/s)
for 60 Co. gl ?he dose rates may be different for each radiati.m dose LeveL in a series; however, the &se
rate sh.ql L Mt vary by more than *1O percent during each irradiation.

3.5.2 Ccodition B. An alternative, the test may be performed at the dose rate of the intended

aPPli CatiCib if this is agretd to by the acquisiticm activity.

3.6 Temperature requirements. Since radiation effects are temperature dependent, devices under test
shall be irradiated in an ambient temperature of 24”c i6°C as measurtd at a point in the test chambtr in
close proximity to the test fixture. The electrical measurements sha LL be performed in an ambient
temperature of 25°c *5”c. If devices are transported to and from a remote ●lectrical measurement site, the
temperature of the test devices shal L not be allowed to increase by more than IO”C from the irradiation
environment. If any other temperature range is rsqui r&l, it shall be specifisd.

3.7 ELectricaL Performance measurements. The electrical parameters to b? measured and functicmal tests
to bt performed shaLL be specified in the test pLan. As a check m the vaLidity of the measurement system
and pre- and postirradi ation data, at least one control sample shall be measured using the cperating
conditions providtd in the governing device specifications. For automatic test quipment, there is no
restriction on the test ‘sequence provided that the rise in the device juncticm temperature is minimized.
For manuaL measurements, the sequence of parameter measurements shaLL bt chostn to allow the shortest
possible measurement pericd. Uhen a series of measurements is made, the tests shaLL be arranged so that the
lowest PC?Jer dissipation in the device occurs in the earLiest measurements and the power dissipation
increases with subsquent measurements in the sequence. The pm- and postirre+diaticm electrical
measurements shal L bt dote cm the same measurement system and the sane squence of measurements shall be
maintained for each series of electrical measurements of devices in a test sauqie. Pulse-type measurements
of ●lectrical parameter should bt ustd as appropriate to minimize heating ard subsequent annea Ling effects.

3.8 Test conditi~s The use of in-flux or not in-f Lux shall be specified in the test plan. (This may
depend on the intended application for which the data is being obtained. ) TIW use of in-flux testing may
help to avoid variations introduced by postirradiation time dependent effects. However, errors may be
incurred for the s~tuation where a device is irradiatd in–flux with static bias, but where the electrical
testing conditions require the use of dynamic bias for fraction of the totaL irradiation pericd. Not-in-
flux testing generaLLy aLLows for more comprehensive electrical testing, but can be misleading if
significant pxtirradi ation time dependent effects occur.

& The S1 unit for the quantity absorbed dose is the gray, symbol Gy. 100 rad = 1 Gy.

METHOD 1019.4
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3.8.1 In-flux testinq. Each test device shall be checked for cpsration within specifications prior to
being irradiated. After the ●ntire system is in place for the in-flux radiation test, it shall be checked
for proper interconnections, leakage (see 2.4), and noise level. To assure the proper c$eraticm and
stability of the test setup, a control device with known parameter values shall be measured at all
operational conditions called for in the test plan. 7his measurement shall be done either before the
insertion of test devices or upon completion of the irradiation after reuova L of the test devices or both.

3.8.2 Remote testinq. UnLess otherwise specified, the bias shall be removed and the device Leads placed
in conductive foam (or similarly shorted) durimg transfer from the irradiati.m scurce to a remote tester and
back egain for further irradiatim. This minimizes postirradiation time dependmt effects.

3.8.3 Bias snd losdiita conditions. Bias cmditicm for test devices during irradiation shal L be within
*5 percent of thote specified bj the test plan. (The bias applied to the test devices shall be selected to
produce the gr.tstest radiation induced damage or the worst-case damage for the intended application, if
knwn. ) The specified bias shAll be maintained on each dwice in accordance with the test plan. Bias shall
be checked imm.tdiately kfore and after irradiation. Care shall be’takm in selecting the Loading such that
the rise in the junction temperature is minimized.

3.9 Postirradiation Drucsdure. Unless otherwise specified, the foLLouing time intervals shall be
observed:

a. The time from the end of an irradiati.m to the start of electrical measurements shal L t-s a
maximum of cme ho.m.

b. The time to perform the electrical rnsasurements and to return the devices for a subsequent
irrsdiaticn, if any, shall be within two hours of the end of the prior irradiation.

To minimize time dependent effects, these intervals sha L 1 be as short as possible. 7he ssq”en.ze of
paramster measurements shal 1 be maintained c.a”stant thr.sugh the test series.

3.10 Test repo rt. As a minimum, the rep-art shall include the device type “umber, CAGE code of the
manufacturer, psckage type, controlling specificati.m, date cc.ie, and .sny other identifying numbers given by
the manufacturers, the bias conditions during radiation, the radiation leve L, time, temperature, and the
pre- and Pc.s-radiation r=cc.rded r=adi”gs. The following in formati.a” is a.ai LabLe on request or,Ly and is
not a requirement for the rsport:

a. Each data work sheet shall include the test date, the radiation source used, the bias
conditions during i radiation, the ambient temperature arcund the devices during
i rradiat ion and eLect rica L test ing, the durati.o” of each i rradiat ion, the time between
i rradiat ion and the stapt of the electrical meas”reme”ts, the duration of the electrical
measurements, and the time to the next i radiation when step i rrsdi at ions are used, the
i rradiat ion dose rate, ●lect ri .x 1 test conditions, dosimetry system a“d procedures, and
the radiation test kvek. The pre- and posti rmdistio” data shall be recorded for each
part and retained with the parent pap” Lation data i“ accordance with the requirements of
HIL-S-195@3. Any .anorna Lous incidents during the test shal 1 be fuL Ly documentd and
reported.

b. The bias ‘circuit, parameter meas”renents circuits, the layout of the test apparatus with
detai 1s of distances and msterials ustd, and electrical noise and current Leakage of the
electrical measurement system fo. ~“-f Lux testing, sha L L be r~rted using drawings or
diagrams as appropriate.

NETttOB 1019.4
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4.0 ~. The following detai 1s shall be specified in the applicable acquisi t ion document as
requi rtd.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

9.

h.

i.

Device-type number(s), quantity, and governing s~cif i cation (see 3.1).

Radiation dosimetry requi re~nts (see 3.2).

Re-di at ion test Levels including dose and dose rate (see 3.4 and 3.5).

Irradiation, electrical test and transport te~rature, if other than 8s specified in 3.6.

Electrical parameters to be ❑easured and device operating ccditions during measurement (see 3.7).

Test credit ions, i.e., in-flux or not-in-flux type tests. (see 3.8).

Bias ccmditicms for devices during irradiation (see 3.8.3).

Time intervaLs of the posti rradiat ion measurements (see 3.9).

Documentation required to b delivered with devices (see 3.10).

METHOO 1019.4
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METHOD 1022.5

RESISTANCE TO SOLVENTS

1. _. The purpose of this test is to verify that the markings wi 11 not become illegible on the
component parts when subjected to solvents. The solvtnts wi 11 not cause deleterious, mechanical or
electrical damage, or deterioration of the materials or finishes.

1.1 Formulation of solvents. The formulation of t-alvents herein is considered typid and representative
of the desired stringency as far as the usual coatings and msrkings are concerned. I!any avai Lable solvents
uhi ch could be used are either not sufficient Ly active, tm stringent, or evtn dangerws to humans when in
direct contact or when the fumes are inhaled.

1.2 Check for conf 1i cts. When this test is referenct?d, care should be exercised to assure that
conflicting rqui rements, as far as the properties of the specified ‘finishes and msrkings are ccmcerned, are
not i nvoksd.

2. MATERIALS

2.1 Solvent solutions. The solvsnt solutions used in this test sha L L consist of the following:

a. A mixture consisting of the f oLLowing:

(1) One psrt by volume of isopropyl alcohol, A. C. S. (American Chemica L Society) Reagent Grade, or
isopropy L aLcohol in accordance with TT-1-Zi5, grade A or B, and

(2) Three parts by volume of mineraL spirits in accordance with TT-T-29t, type 11, grade A, or
three parts by volume of a mixture of @Jl percent by voLume of kerosene and ~ percent by
volume ethylbenzene.

b. A semi aqueous hsed solvent (clef Luxer (e.g., a turptne) c.msi sting of a mini ram of tJJ percmt
Lim.anene and a surfactant heatsd to 32°c *5”C. ~1

c. At 63° C to 70°C, a mixture consisting of the following: ?I

(1) 42 parts by voLume of deionized water.

(2) 1 part by voLume of propy Lene glycol imnonwthyL ether.

(3) 1 part by voLume of monoethanoLamine.

2.1.1 So Lvent solutions, safety aspects. Solvent solutions listsd in a through d above exhibit sc.me
potent iaL for health and safety hazards. The foLLowiw safety precautions shou Ld be observed:

a, Avoid contact vi th eyes.

b. Avoid proLonged contact with skin.

.
c. Provide adequate venti Lation.

d. Avoid open f Lame.

e. Avoid contact with very hot surfaces.

~/ Or any equivalent EPA approved HCFC or terpene solvent or demunstrat.xl equivalent.
& Normsl safety precaution for hand Ling this so Lution (e. g., same es those for di Lutsd ammonium

hydroxide) IEsed on O. S. H. A. ruLes for uanoethano (amine.

14ETHo0 1022.5
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2.2 vessel. The vessel sha{l be a container made of inert materiak, and of sufficient size to permit
completers ion of the specimens in the solvent solutions specified in 2.1.

2.3 -. The brush shal 1 be a toothbrush with a handle made of a nonreactive material. The brush
shalt hsve three long rows of hard bristles, the fret em’s of which shall lie substantially in the saint
plane. The trnthbrush SW11 be used exclusively with a single solvent and hen there is any evidence of
softening, bending, wear, or Loss of brist Les, it shal 1 be discarded.

3. Procedure. The specimens subjected to this test shall bt divided into three grcwps. Retal
Liddcd Lead less chip carrier (LCC) psckages shal L be preconditioned by immersing the specimens in rc-m
temperature RltA flux (in accordance with l! IL-F-f 4256, flux, soldering, Liquid, rosin base) for 5 to 10
secmds. The sptciu..sns shall then bt subjtcted to sn ambient temperature of 215-C :5°[ for 60 seconds +5,
-O seconds. After the preccwditicoing, ●ach device Lid shal 1 be cleansd with isopropyl aLcoho L. Each grcup
shall bt individual lY subjected to one of the following procedures:

a.

b.

c.

lhe first group shall bs subjected to the soLvent solution as specified in 2.la maintained at a
temperature of 25°C *5”C.

The second group shall be subjected to the solvent soluticm as specifitd in 2.lb
maintained at a tsriperature of 32°C *5”c.

The third group shall be subjected to the soLve”t soluticm as specified in 2.Ic maintained
at a temperature of 63° C to 70° C.

The specimens snd the bristle particm of the brush shaLL be completely immer$sd for 1 minute minimum in the
specified solution contained i“ the vesse L specified in 2.2. Imrnsdi.ateLy f oL lowing immersion, the specimen
shaLL be brushtd with “.armsl hand pressure (approximately 2 to 3 ounces) for 10 strokes on the portion of
the specimsn where marking hrs been applied, with the brush specified in 2.3. Immediately after brushing,
the above pmc.?dure SIUILL be repeated two additional tines, for a tota L of three immersions f oL lowed by
brushiws. The brush stroke shall be directed in a forward direction, across the surface o< the specimen
being tested. After completion of the third immersion and brushing, devices shall be rinsed and all
surfaces air blcnn dry. After 5 minutes, the specictsns shsll be examined to determine the extent, if any,
of deterioration that was incui-md.

3.1 Optional prc.cedur= for the third qro.p. The test specimens shat L be Located on a test surface of
knoun area which is located 15 *2.5 centimeters (6 *I inches) below a spray nozz Le(s)2which discharges
0.6 *. O. O.? literslminute (0.139 gpm) of solution (2.ld) 6.5 square centimeters (1 i“ ) of surface .sr~ at a
pressure of 140 +30 kil.apascsl (20 *5 psi). The specimens shal 1 be subjected to this spray for a period of
10 minutes minimum. After removal and within 5 minutes the specimens shal 1 be examined in acc.mdance with
3.1.1. The specimens ray be rinstd with clear water and air blown dried prior to examination.

3.1.1 Fai Lure criteria. After subject to the test, evidence of damage to the device and any specified
markings which are missing in whole or in part, faded, smeared, blurred, or shifted (dislodged) to the
extent that they cannot be readi Ly ide”t if ied from a distance of at Least 15.0 cm (6 inches) with normal
rcc.m lighti!ig and without the nid of magnification or with a viewer having a mag”ificati.an “O grtater th.s”
3X sha L L const it”te a fai lure.

4. m. The foL1.awing detai L shal L be specifid i“ the individual specif icatian: The ““!ober of
specimens to be tested (see 3).

METHOO 1022,5
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METMOD 1038.2

BURN-IN (FOR D1ODES, RECTIFIERS, AND ZENERS)

1. ~. This test is p-srformed to ●liminate marginal devices or those with defects resulting from
manufacturi~ aberrations that are evidmctd as time and stress dependent failures. Without the burn-in,
these defective devices wculd be expected to result in early lifetime failures under normal use conditi.ms.
It is the intent of this test to operate the semiconductor device at specified conditions to reveal
electrical failure modes that are time and stress dep-axlent.

a. High temperature reverse bias (HTRB) screens for mcbile or temperature activated impurities within
(and without) the device’s passivation Layers. It is eqwLIY effective on most device types
including diodes, rectifiers, zmers, and transient voLt8ge suppressors.

b. Steady-state operating power (SSOP) when properly sptcif ied, simulates actuaL device optration but
with accelerated ccmditicm. Some of the elements of HTRB are ccu.bined with screening for die bond
integrity. It is effective on SOM device types inc Luding diodes, rectifiers, and ztners. The
conditions used for zeners provide the desirtd HTRB screen ccmcurrently with the SSOP screen.

2. ~. Hounting shall be in accordance with the foLLowicg, unless otherwise spuifitd in the
detai L specif ication.’

2.1 Test conditicn A, hiah temperature reverse bias (HTRB). The methcd of mounting is usually optimal
for high tcwerature bias since Little power is dissipated in the device. (Devices with normally high
reverse leakage current my be mmted to heat sinks to prevent thermal run-away cc+kiiticns. )

2.2 Test conditiw B, steadv-state operaticm power..

a.

b.

c.

Devices with Leads projecting from the body (axiaL, etc. ) shaLL be mounted by their Leads at Least
9.5 mm (31B-inch) from the kmdy or Lead tabulation.

Oevices designed for case mounting (stud, fLange, and disc) shaLL be mounted by the stud or case
according to the design specifications for the package (unless otherwise specified). Care must be
exercised to avoid stressing or warping of the package. Thermally conductive compeunds may
optionally be ustd provided that they are removed afterwards end do not leave a residue cm the
package.

Surface mount types shal L be heLd by their electrical terminations.

3. Procedure. The semic.mductor device shal L be subjected to the burn-in at the temperature and for the
time s-herein or on the detail specification. Pre-burn-in measurements shaLL be made as specified.
The fai Lure criteria shalL be as SFcif ied in the appropriate detail specification. If measurements cam-at
be per formti within the specified time, the devices shall be subjected to the same test conditions for a
minimum of 26 additional hours before test measurements are per formal.

3.1 Test condition A, hiah temperature reverse bias (HTRB). HTRB is performed with the cathcde
positively biased at an artificially eLevated temperature for 48 hours minimum, unless otherwise specified.
These conditions app Ly to both rectifiers and to avalanche and zener voLtage regulators.

Supersedes Methcd 1038.2 of
Notice 6
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a. The junctions of rectifiers shal L be reverse biosd at 50 to 85 percent per figure 1038-1 of their
rated working peak reverse vc.Ltage; avalanche and zener voltage regulators, when specified, shalt
be reverse bias~ at LXI percent of their minimum avalanche or zener voltages except when voltage
exceeds 2500, see figure 1038-2. The reverse bias shall be a dc bias with less than 20 percent
ripple ●xcept where rectified [pul=ting) dc is ptrmitttd. The ambient or case test temperature
shall be as specified (normally 150”c for silicon devices) (see figure 103%-2).

b. At the end of the high-temperature test time, as specified, the ambient temperature shall bt
Lowered. The test voltage shaLL be maintained cm the devices until a case temperature of 30*5°C
is attained. Testing shall be completed within 24 hours after the removal of voltage. After
remsval of the bias wltage, no other voltage shall be applied to the device before taki~ the post
HTRB reverse currmt measurement. Post HTRB measurements shall b-s take” as specified.

Uni-directional transitnt voltage suppressors shall b-s treated as avalanche and zener voltage regulators for
the purposes of conducti~ HTRB.

Bi-directional transimt voltage suppressors shall be treated as two discrete avalanche or zener voltage

r%!u~tors (wh~ specifi~) with each pLarity taking turns receivimg HTRB and post HTRB testing. Past HTRB
testl~ of cme must be completed before reversing the device and commencing HTRB with opposite poLarity bias
voltage. The second polarity ~ be achieved either electrically or by mechanically reversing the devices.

* 3.2 Test condition B, steady-state rape rat i nq power. The devices shaLL be subjected to the maxim.m! rattd
test conditions for a minimum of % hours, unless otherwise specified. The test temperature shaLl be as
specified. Post burn-in readings shall k taken within % hours, unless otherwi~ specified. If wnbient
temperature is specified, it shall ccmply with the general requirements for HTRB or burn-i” of this
specification (see 4.5). The following indicates the test conditions to be specified for each of the three
types of power burn-in tests:

a. Rectifyirq test. Average recti? ied current, peak reverse voltage, frequency, and temperature
(case, juncticm, or ambient) as specified i“ the detail specification, unless otherwise specified.

b. Forward bias test. Forward current and temperature (case or j“ncticm) as specified in the detai L
specification, unless otherwise specified.

c. Voltage requlator (zener) test. Voltage reguLator diode current and temperature (case or junction)
as specified in the slash drawing, unless otherwise specified. At the end of the test time, the
power \eveL shalt be reduced to5 percent of the operating level. If the ambient is artificially
eLevated, it sha Ll aLso t+ reduced to room temperature. The object is to let the devices cool dnin
under bias. When the junction or case temperatures have stabilized to below 50”c, the bias may be
removed and the devices tested within % hours after removal of reverse bias. No other voltage may
be appLied to the devices unti L completica of electrical test.

NETHOD 1038.2
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METHOD 1055.1

MONITORED M1SS1ON TEMPERATURE CYCLE

1. ~. This test is to determine the ability of devices to withstand the effect of thermal stress
and rapid dimensional change on internal structural elements caused by the application of power in rapidly
changing temperature envircoments as in ❑issi.m profile system testi~.

2. Am ratus. The equipment required shall consist of that Listed bdw and shall have the stated
capabi Lities.

a.

b.

c.

A chamber of sufficient temperature range and change rate mpability with cabling exiting
thrmgh insulated barriers to ●xternal bias and mmitoring electronics. Cabling for all
mmitorimg equipment sha LL prwide Ktlvin connect imts.

Electronic rsgulated power suppLy(s) capsble of maintaining the stated bias tolerances.

Electronic voltsge mcmitoring device with capability of indicating an open circuit of 20
microseconds or mre in duration.

3. Procedure.

a. Devices ccmforming to aLL ●LectricsL and ❑echanical parameter requirements shaLL be first
subjectsd to high temperature stabilization bake of t41L-STD-750, method 1032. They shalL
then be subjected to non+erationaL thermal shock of MIL-sTD-750, methcd 1051, except
that no dweLL is required at 25”[. Test condition “C” shall h +175”c, +5”C, -O”C.

Temperature shal L remain at the stabilized ●xtremes for 10 minutes ❑inimum.

b. Electrical measurements shall be performed to ensure that proceeding to the monitored
thermsL cycLe portion of this test aLL devices have remained within specification.

c. The temperature extremes shaLl be as statsd beLow (frcm worse case mission profi Le
requirements of MIL-STD-781, table 1), unLess otherwise specified.

d. The temperature and operating profi Le shaLL be specifisd on figure 1055-1. Temperature
change rate sha LL average not less than 5°c per minute, but not greater than IOVC per
minute.

e. The device(s) shaLL be pLaced individually or in series connection within the chamber.
The device(s) shaLl be connected to a constant current power SUPPLY capabLe of suppLying
current to raise the device j“”ction (s) to +125°c mini..% 150”c maximum temperature
during the high temperature portion of each cycLe.

Supersedes Methcd 1055.1 of Notice 4 METHOO 1055.1
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FIGURE 1055-1. Monitored mission cycle,

METHOO 1055.1
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METHOD 1056.4

THERMAL SHOCK (LIQuID TO LIQUID)

1. ~. This test is conducted to determine the resistant= of the part to sudden exposure to extreme
changes in temperature and to the effect of alternate expasures to these ●xtremes.

1.1 Terms and definitions.

1.1.1 @&. A cycle consists of starting at ambient room terr#trature, pmcetdirq to step 1, thtm to
step 2, or alternately proceeding to step 2, then to step 1, and then back to ambimt room temperature
wittit interruption.

1.1.2 Dwell time. 7he total time the load is immersed in the bath.

1.1.3 ~. The devices under test and the fixtures holding those devices.

1.1.4 Maximum Lead. The maximum mass of devices and fixtures that can be placed in the bath while
maintaining specified temperatures and times.

1.1.5 ~. The device or individual piece being tested.

‘1.7.6 Transfer time. The elapsed time measured from removal of the load from one bath until insertion in
the other bath.

1.1.7 Worst case Load temperature. The bcdy temperature of a specific device located at the center of
the Lead.

2. ADcaratus. The baths used shall be capab~e of providimj ard controlling the specified temperatures in
the working zone(s) when the bath is Loaded with a maximum load. The thermal capacity and Liquid
circulation must enable the working zone and loads to meet the specified conditions and timing (see 3.1).
worst case lead temperature shaLL be continually monitored during test by indicators or recorders reading
the monitoring sensor(s). The worst case Load temperature under maximum Load conditions and configuration
shall be verified as needtd to validate bath performance. Perf LuorocarLmns that meet the physicaL prcperty
requirements of tabLe 11 sha LL be used for conditions B and C.

3. Procedure. Specimens shal L be pLaced in the bath in a position so that the flow of liquid e.cmss and
around~substant ially unobstructed. The Load shaLL then be subjected to condition A or as otherwise

specified (see 4b) of tab Le I for a duration of 15 cyc Les. Completion of the totaL number of cycles
specified for the test may be interrupted for the purpose of Loading or unloading of device lots or as the
resu Lt of power or equipment fai Lure. However, if the number of interruptions for any given test exceeds 10
percent of the totaL number of cyc Les specified, the test must be restarted from the btginning.

3.1 -. The total transfer time from hot to cold or from coLd to hot sha LL not exceed 10 seconds.
The Load may be transferred when the worst case Lead temperature is within the Limits specified in table 11.
However, the dweLL’ time shaLl not be Less than 2 minutes and the lead shalL reach the specifi~ temperature
within 5 minutes.

10f2
Supersedes Methcd 1056.4 of Notice 5 NETHOD 1056.4
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TABLE 1. Physical property requirements of per fluorocarbon fluids. ~/

I I I
Test condition B~C I ASTH test I

met hod

I I
f Step 1 Lfhilinq PO int. “C >125 >150 DI12U

lDtnsity at25aCgm/ml I >’f.6 D941
lDielectric strength I >3ca D8T?
I vOlts/mil
IResidue, micrcgram/gram \ <50

J IAwe
02~09

ara”ee Clear, colorless liquid Not acdicable

j Step 2 jDmsity at 25°C gm/.nl I
I

>’f.6 0941

I lDieLectric strength 1 >3W D877
I vOlts/mil
[Residue, micrcgra.m!gram ~I 60 D2109

J IAimearance Clear. colorless liquid Not amlicable A

II Theptrfluorocarbon ustd shall have a viscosity less than or equal to the
thermal shock quipment manufacturers recommended viscosity at the minimum
temperature.

TABLE 11. Thermal shock temperature tolerances and s“qqested fluids. II

I
Test conditions A and B c D

1
Temperature Temperature Temperature

lStep 1 ~ Temperature
I
I IW +10 ~ 125 +10 ~ 150 +10 I

tolerance, “c -2 -o -o
I I I I I
I Recommended fluid I Uater ~1 I Per fluoro- I Per fluoro-

Ior per fluoro- I carbon ~1 I cartxm ~1 I

I I carbon ~1 I

I 1

lStep2 j Temperature ]-0+2
I
I -55 +0 ~ -65 +0 ~

tolerance, “c -lo -lo -lo

/
I
I Recommended fluid \ Water ~1 ~ Per fLuoro- i Per fl.oro- I

I

Ior perfluoro- I carbon ~1 I carbon ~1 I

I I . I carbon ~1 I
J I 1

II Ethylene glycol shall not be used as a thermal shock test fkuid.
~1 Water is indicated as m acceptable fluid for this temperature range.

Its suitability chemically shall be established prior to use. Uhen water
is us.td as the fluid for condition A and the specified temperature
tolerances are insufficient due to altitude considerations, the following
alternate test conditions may be used:

a. Tefrperature: IIX)”c -6”c, O“c +6-C.
b. Cycles shall be increased to 20.

~1 Per fluorocarbons contain no chlorine or hydrogen.

METHOD 1056.4
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4. Test condition A, radioisoto K wet qmss leak test.

4.1 APW ratus. The apparatus rtqui red for the seal test shall bt as follows:

a. Radioactive tracer gas activaticm console.

b. Counting equipment consisting of a scintillation crystaL, photo!mltiplier tube, preamplifier,
ratemeter, and krypton-85 reference standards. The counting staticm shall be of sufficient
sensitivity to determine through the device wall the radiation level of any krypton-85 tracer gas
present within th~9device. The ccunting staticm shal L have a miniiwm sensitivity correspmding to
a leak rate of 10 atm cc/s of krypton-85 and shall be calibrated at least once every uorki~
shift using krypton-85 refermce standard$ and follouicg the equipment manufacturer’s instructicm

c. A container of sufficient volume to allcu the devices to be covertd with oil and to b-e degreased
with a suitable solvent.

d. Solutions:

(1) Hydrocart.n vacuum pump oil. The solution shall be kept clean and free of contaminants.

(2) Solvent capable of decreasing the devices.

e. A tracer gas consisting of a mixture of krypton-85 and dry nitrogen. The ccmcentratic.n of

krypton-85 in dry nitrcgen shall be no less than 103 microcuries per atnmpheric cubic centimeter.
This value shall k determined at Least once each 30 days, followi~ manufacturer’s procedure, and
recorded in accordance with the calibration requirements of this standard.

4.2 Procedure. The devices shaLl be immerstd in the oiL and evacuated to a pressure of 10 torr or less,
for 10 Zand then pressurized for 1 hour at 45 psia minimum. The devices shal L be removed frcm the
oiL and flushed with solvent to remove aLL of the surface oiL. The devices sha LL then be placed in the
radioisotope pressurization tank, and the tank evacuated to a pressure of 67 Pa (0.5 mm). The devices shall
then be pressuriz~ to a minimum of 3 atmospheres absolute pressure of krypton-851 nitrogen gas mixture for 2
to 5 minutes. The gas mixture shaLL then be evacuated to storage unti L a pressure of 267 to 333 Pa (2 to
2.5 mm Hg) maximum exists in the tank. This evacuation shaLL be completed in 2 minutes maximum. The tank
shall then be fil Led with air, and the devices immediately removed from the tank and Leak tested within 15
minutes after gas exp.asure, with a scintillation crystal equipped counting station. Any device indicating
1,000 c/m or greater above the ambient background of the ccunting station shall be considered a gross Leak.

4.2.1 PersonneL precautions. Government regulations rtquire a License for the possession and use of
krypton-85 Leak test equipment. These regulations should be foLLowed carefully. The personnel should be
proper ly’ instructed and monitored in accordance with the Licensing requirements.

3
METHOD 1071.5
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5. Test ccndition B, radioisotope dry qross leak. This test shall be coly to test devices that
internally contain some krypton-85 absorbing medium, such as electrical insulation, organic, or molecular
sieve material. This test sha LL be permitted only if the folhwi~. requirements are met:

a. A 5 to 10 mil diameter hole shall be tie in a representative wit of tht devices to be tested.

b. The device shall be subjected to this test ccmliticm with a munt rate from 2~ to 250 counts per
minute above ambient background. The ccant rate shal L be made 2 hcurs after removal from the
activation tank. If the device fails, this test ccnditian WY be used, Nt cnly for those dtvices
represented by the test unit. If the device does not fail, this test wrditicm shall riot be ustd.

5.1 Aofwatus. Apparatus for this test shall consist of the following:

a.

b.

c.

Radioactive tracer gas activation c.c.mole corttainimg k~ptm-651dry nitragtn gas mixture.

Ccunting station vixh a ❑inimum sensitivity of 12,1XI ccunts per ❑inute pa’ microcurie of
krypton-85 tracer gas and a miniaumdetectile uncnt rate of ICx3 counts per minute atme background
level.

Tracer gas mixture of kr@ton-251dry nitrogen with a minimuu, allowable specific activity of IC$3
microcuries per atmosphere cubic centimeter. The specific activity of the krypton-851dry nitrcgen
mixture shall be determined cn’a once-a-month basis es a ❑inimum.

* 5.2 Procedure. The devices shall be plactd in a radioactive tracer gas activation tank and the tank
shall be evacuated to a pressure not to exceed 67 Pa (0.5 mm t@. 7he devices shall then be subjecttd to a
minimum of 173 @g (25 psig) of krypt.m-251dry nitrogen gas mixture for 2 to 5 ❑inutes. The gas ❑ixture
sh%ll then be evacuated to storage until a pressure of 670 Pa (5.0 mm N) maximum exists in the activatim
tank. This evacuation shall be cwdpLete i“ 3 minutes maximum,. The activation tank shall then be backfilled
with air (air wash). The devices shall then be removed fmm the activation tank end leak tested within 30
minutes after gas exposure with a scintil lation-crysta l-equipped counting station. Any device indicating
203 counts per minute or greater above the ambient background of the counting station shall be cc.nsidertd a
gross leak failure.

5.2.1 Personnel precauti.sm. See 4.2.1.

6. Test condition C, liquid (flu.arocapt-on) qrc.ss leak.

6.1 APParatus. Apparatus for this test shall consist of the followi~:

a. A Vacuumlpressure chamber for the evacuation and s“bseque”t pressure bombing of devices up to
6f8 kPag (90 psia) for’s maximum of 24 hours.

b. A suitable observati.a” co”tai”er with previsions to maintain the indicator fluid at a temperature
of 125-C *5-C (l CuJ”C for Germanium transistors with temperature rating of ICQ”C maximum) and a
fiLtratio” system capable of removing particles greeter than 1 micrometer in siz= from the fluid.

c. A magnifier capable of magnifying an object 1.5 to 30 times its normal size (4 to 120 diopters) for
observation of bubbles emanating from devices when immersed in the indicator f L“id.

d. Sources of type I detector fluids and type 11 indicator fluids as specified in table 11.

NETHOD 1071.5
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10.2.1 Evaluation of surface sorDt ion. ALL device encapsulations consisting of glass, metal, and ceramic
or c.ambi”atio.s thereof including coatings and external sealants, shall be ●valuated for surface sorption of
helium before establishing the leak test parameters. Representative specimens of the questionable devices
should be opened and all parts of each device as a unit shall be subjected to the predetermined pressure and
time conditions established for the device configuration as specified in table v and 10.2.1.2. 7he measured
leak rate for each device shall be uanitorsd and the lapsed time shall be determined for the indicated leak
rate to fall to sO.5 n, as specified in table V for test condition HI or ES Pr~etermin~ fOr test c~iti~

~eLL~~9e Of the LaPs~ ~irne.fOLLowim the release of pressure will determine the minimum “~ble
Note that the sensltwlty of measurement increases as this background indicated-leak-rate

decreases relative to the RI reject level. Alternately, whole (unopmed) specimns of the questiciktble
devices shall bs subjected to the same process; then, the shorttd value of lapsed tires soobtaintd will
determine the minim.u! dwell time. The fixed method will not b+ used if the consequent dwell time excetds
the value specified in table V. It is noted that sorption may vary with pressure and tinm of exposure so
that some tria L may be required before =tisfactory exposure values are C&aintd.

10.2.1.1 Test condition H,, fixed Method. The device(s) shall bs testtd usi~ the appropriate conditions

specified in table V for the internal cavity volumes of the package under test. The tl is the tim under
pressure and time t2 is the maximum time alloved after the reLease of pressure befOre the device s~ll be
read. The fixed rnethcd shaLL not be used if the maximum standard leak rate limit given in the detail
specification is less than the limits, spcifitd herein for the fLexibLe method.

TABLE V. Fixed conditions for teSt condition H,.

*

\ voL”Eof j Samb condition I I
I I IR. reject I

i pa+sge ! kPaa *15 i Exposure time inhoursiMaximu. dnelL i ‘
I (m) I (psi.) *2 I (t, )

,tim(hou,) ,(atf~~,,,,~

(+1.0 - 0.0) I I 1

~ <0.05 i 517 (75) 2 i; !5xIo~~ !
1>0.05 <0.5 \ 517 (75) .4 15xlo_7 I
1>0.5 <1.0 I 310 (4s) 2 1; II XIO-6 I
l>l.O <10.0 I 310 (45) 5 ~;:;& I
i> 10.0<20.01 310 (4s) 10 II

10.2.1.2 Test ccmdition Hz, flexible method. Values for bomb pressure, exposure time, and dueLl time

shall k chose” such that actual !neasumd tracer gas Leak rate (Rq) readings obtained for the devices under

test (if defective) will be greater than the minimum detectable Leak rate capability of a rass spectrometer.
The devices shall be subjected to a minimum of 203 kPa (2 atmospheres absolute) of helium atmosphere. The
chose” values of pressurization and time of pressurization, in conjunction with the value of the internal
volume of the device package to be tested and the maximum equivalent standard leak rate (L) Limit as
specified in 10.2.2, sha LL be used to calculate the measured leak rate (u,) Limit Usin9 the fOL(0win9
f ormuta:

2.69LP

[( )1 [2.69 L.tl ~W.~.t2
% ~ I-exp - —

P. P. v P. v )
(3)

METHOD 1071.5
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Uhere: RI = fie mea$ur~ Leak rate Of tracer gas (He) through the Leak in ~tn CB31..

L = The equivalent standard leak rate in atm cm31s.

Fe = The pressure of exposure in atmospheres absolute.

P. = 1 standard atmos~ere.

t, = The ti me of exposure to Pe in second?.

ZZ ‘ fie d=Ll time between release of pressure and leak detecti~ in Se-.

V = The internaL volume of the device package cavity i“ cubic centimeters.

The miniuam detectable Leak rate shall b determined as in 10.2.1 and shaLL be taksn os the indic.attd value
correspmding to a lapsed ti~ t <tz. The Lapsed time to sha LL be. taken as the mi?iwm usabLe heLl time,

?“and leak testing shall b accomp lshcd in the intervnl between to arid tz. Alternately, pres~~rization
parameters may be chosen from the fine ltak approxireate s.aluticm of quatica 3 for L <1 x 10 as

with a graphical representaticm given on figure 1071-1. If chosen dwell time t2 is greater than 60 minutes,
equation 2 shaLl be used to determine an R, value which will assure a maximum detectable standard Leak rate
large encugh to overlap with the selected gross leak test condition. Alternately, the largest detectable
leak rate L as a function of dwell time may be obtained from the approximate solution

Lmax=
- 1“[%3 ‘5)

with graphical representation given on figure 1071-2. In each case (quat ions 4 and 5) R, shal 1 be taken

large ccmpartd to the mininuim detectable vAue.*

10.2.2 $ai lure criteria. Unless otherwise specified, devices !+i th an internal cavi y vol.m~ of 0.01 cm3
-ior less shal 1 not be accepted if the equivalent sta~dard Leak rate (L) exceeds 5 x 103 atm cm Is. Devi .x%

with a“ internal cavity volume greater than O.OI cm an~#quaL t? or Less than 0.5 cm shal 1 not be acCepted

3
if the equivalent s andard Leak rate (L) exceeds 1 x 10 atm cm Is. Devices with an internal cavI y volume

~

gr~ater than 0.5 cm shal 1 not be accepted if the equivalent standard leak rate (L) exceeds f x 10 atm
cm /s.

*From ‘Standard Recommended Pratt ices for Determining Herrneti city of Elect pa” Devi CeS with a Helium HaSS
Spectrometer Leak Detector, ” ASTM Designation F134, Annua 1 book of ASTM standards, Pt. 43 November 1980.

METHOD 1071.5
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3. Lead wires that do not deviate from a straight line from band to externa L lead
and appear to touch another ui re or band (Y plane only).

4. Any lead wire that touches or is Less than 0.C02 inch (0.0504 mm) from the case
or external Lead to which i t is not attached (X and Y pLane).

5. Any band tlmt is Less than O.OVl inch (0.0254 mm) (excluding bonds connected by
a common cnnductor) from another bid (Y pLane only).

6. Any wire making a straight Line run (with no arc) from die bonding pad to
package FOSt.

b. Round or “b-ax” transistor type (see figure 2076-5).

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

AIIy lead wire that touches or is less than 0.002 inch (0.0504 mm) from the case
or external Lead to which it is not attached (X and Y pLane).

Lead wires that stay below an imaginary plane across the top of the band (X
pLane onLy).

Any Lead wire that appears to touch or cross another Lead wire or b-and (Y plane
onLy) if bonded to different electrical elements.

Any Lead wire that deviates from a straight line from bond to externa L Lead

appears to touch or to be within 0.002 inch (0.0504 mm) of another ui re or bond
(Y plane onLy).

AIIy bond that is Less than 0.001 inch (0.0254 mm) (exe Luding bonds connected by
a common conductor) from another tend (Y pLane onLy).

Any wire making a straight Line run (with no arc) from die bonding pad to
package post, unLess specifically designed in this manner (e. g., cLips, rigid
connect ing leads, or heavy power leads.

Any internal post that is bent more than 10 degrees f ran the vert i caL (or
intended design posit ion) or is not uniform in Length and co!tst ruct ion or comes
cLoser than one post diameter to another post.

Any post in a low prof i Le case (such as a TO-46) which comes closer to the top
of” the case than 20 percent of the tota L inside dimension between the header and
the top of the case. Any device in which the semiconductor eLement is .ert i cat
to the header, and comes closer than 0.002 inch (0.0508 mm) to the header or to
any part of the case.

c. Axis 1 lead type (see figure 2076-7).

1. Whisker embedded with gLass bcdy waL 1.

2. Whisker t i Lted more than 5 degrees in any direction from the device lead axis or deformed to
the extent that it touches itself.

3. Either half of an S or C bend whisker that is compressed so that any dimension
if reduced to Less than 50% of its design vaLue. On diodes with whiskers
metal lurgica L Ly bonded to the post and to the die, the whisker may be deformed
to the extent that i t touches itse Lf, if the minimum whisker c Learance zone
specified in figure 2076-7a, is maintained for metal packages.

5
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4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Uhi skerless construct ion device with plug displacement distance ubre than one-
fo.rth of the diameter of the phIg with respect to the cent ra 1 axis of the
device.

Semi conductor element m-aunt ing tilted more than 15 degrees from normal to the
main axis of the device.

Die hanging over edge of header or pedestaL mPe than 20 percent of the die
contact area by design.

Less than ?5 percent of the semi ccmductor element base area is bonded to the
rmunting surface.

Voids i“ the welds which reduce the lead to plug connecticm by more than 25
percent of the total weld area.

Devices with oackaae deformities such as, body alass cracks. i“comDlete seals
(voids, Posit;on o; glass, etc.), die chip ou~s; and severe” misalikement of S-
and C-shapd whisker connections ‘to die or pest that exceed the Limits of the

app Li cable visual inspection mqui rements.

3.9.3 Encapsulated “on-cavity assemblies of discrete devices. External to the individua 1 devices, the
encapsulating material shal 1 be examined and rejected for the fol lowing defects.

I
3.9.3.1 Extraneous mater ia 1. Extraneous matter of any shape with any dimension exceeding 0.020 inches.

Also, any two adjacent part icles of such matter with total dimensions exceeding 0.030 i “ches.

4. ~. The following conditions shall be specified in the applicable detai 1 specificaticm.

a. Number of views, if other than indicated in 3.1.1 and 3.1.1.1.

b. Radiograph submission, if applicable (see 3.8.2).

c. Marking, if other than indicated in 3.3 and marking of samples to {ndicate they have bee”
radicgraphed, if requirec (see 3.3.3).

d. Sample defects and critep ia for acceptance or rejection, if other than i “di cated i“ 3.9.

e. Radiograph and report retention, if applicable (see 3.8.3).

f. Test rep-arts when required.

METHOD 2076.2
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5.5 (K. CU) limit. (sLightly more involved but provides greater detai t.)

This is a combinational apprcach that takes into account both K factor and power dissipation variations
between devices.

5.6 7. ~x Limit. (For f ul 1 character zat ion; not nesded for screening purposes. )

The thermal impedance approach uses an absoLute magnitude value specif i cat ion that overcomes the problems
associated with the other approaches. Thermal impedance is calculated as follcus:

ATJ I (K)(AVF) \

‘eJX = — =
‘D I (IH)(VH) I

5.7 Qtx limit. (For thermaL resistance specification testing. )
The thermal resl stance to some defined point, such as the case, is an absolute magnitude value specif i cation
ussd for equi Librium condi t ions. The th heating time must therefore be extended to appreciably lWIer tine$
(typical ly 20 to 50 seconds). 1“ the example of ReJC measurements, the case must be careful lY stabilized
and mmnitored i” temperature which rsqui res an i“f l“lte heat sink for optimum results. The ~J iS the

difference in junction temperature to the case temperature for the exampLe of ReJC.

.TJ I (K)(AVF) I ~c,u

‘JX=—’
‘D I (IH)(VH) I

5.8 General comment for thermal transient test i ng. One potential problem in using the thermal transient
test ing apprcach lies i” t ryi”g to make accurate enough measurements with s“f f i ci ent resoLuti.a” to
distinguish between acceptable and nonacceptable diodes. As the dicde-under-test current handling
capabi lity i “creases, the thermal impedance ““der t ransie”t .so”di t ions wi 11 become a very smal 1 va he. This
raises the pte”t iaL for rejecting good devices and accepting bad ones. Higher lH values MUSt be used in
this case.

6. Measurement of the temperature sensitive parameter VE. The calibration of VF versus TJ is

accomplished by monitoring VSD for the requi red value of IN as the environmental temperature (and thus the

DUT temperature), and is varied by external heating. It is not requirsd if the acceptance limit is AV (see
[5.2), but is reLevant to the other acceptance criteria (see 5.3 through 5.61. The magnitude of lH sha 1 ~

chosen SC, that VF is a Linearly decreasing function over the normal TJ range of the devi Ce. IM must bs

Large enough to ensure that the dicde j“”ct ion is turned cn but not Large enough to cause signlf i cant
se Lf-heat i ng. An exampLe of the measurement method and resulting ca Librat ion curve is shown on figure
3101-3.

METHOD 3101.1
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r

TEtlPER!!TuRE CONTROLLED
ENVIRONMENT

step 1:
step 2:
step 3:

I 1

tleasure VFq at TJ1 us~ng lM
Measure VF2 at TJ2 Using lM

K= TJ2 - TJ1

‘F2 - ‘FI

‘F

b

SLOPE = I/K

AT IM =SMALL
CONSTANT
CURRENT

‘J

A calibration factor K (which
as:

lM must be large enough to overcome surface
leakage effects but small enough not to
cause significant self-heating.

TJ is externally appLied - via wen,
liquid, etc. - environment.

FIGURE 3101-3. Example curve of VF versus TJ.

is the reciprocal of the slope of the curve on figure 3101-3) ca” be defined

I TJ2-TJI I .C,mvK.

I VF2=VF, I

It has been found experimentally that the K-factor .ariatio” for alL devices within a given device ty~
class is small. The usual procedure is to perform a K factor calibratic.” on a 10 to 12 piece sample from a
device lot and determine the average K and standard deviation (0). If 0 is Less than or equal to 3 percent
of the aver?ae value of K, then the average value of K ca” be used for aLl devices vithi” the Lot. If o is
greater than-3 percent of”the average val& of K, then all the devices in the lot shall be calibrated a“d
the individual vaL.es of K shall be used i“ determining device acceptance.

METHOD 3101.1
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METHOD 3490

cuf4pED lNDucTlvE SWXTCHING SAFE OPERATING AREA FOR
MOS GATED POWER TRANSISTORS

1. ~. To define a methcd for verifying the inductive switching safe operating area for !!0S gated
power transistors, to assure devices ape free from latch “p.

2. -. This method includes all pcuer HOSFETS and lGBTs used i“ switchi”.g applications for power
supplies a“d rotor controls.

3. Circuitry. As shown on figure 1, a simple inductive bad circuit is employed. Drive circuitry

aPPlies a wLtage to the. device UIYJer teSt (DUT) to achieve a specified current. The turn-off dvjdt is
controlled by a gate res~stor. A clamping diode or suppression device is used to limit the msxiuwm voltsge
which occurs during turn-off. The clamping device must be Located as close as passible to the device under
test to minimize voltage spikes due to stray inductance LS.

4. Definitions:

‘J

‘A

Tc

Vcc

‘C F

‘DSS

‘DM

lL

‘G

R9

‘P

Ls

L

Junction temperature (Co): Shall not exceed maximum rating of
the device under test.

Ambient temperature (C”): Temperature ussd to heat the device
under test.

Case temperature (Co): Temperature of the device under test as
measured on the exterior of the package as close as possible to
the die location.

CoLLector supply voltage, dc.

CLarnpi”g voltage.

Collector to emitter voltage gate shorted to emitter.

Source to drain voltage gate shortsd to source.

Maximum off state voLtage measure at the device under test which
is caused by stray inductance between the device under test and
the voltage suppressor. VDM is due to L dildt generated during
turn-off.

Load current through imd.ctor and device ““der test.

Drive voltage from a voLtage source used to t.r”-o” and turn-off
the MOS device under test to achie”e a specified cur,ent.

Resistor i“ series with the gate which is used to limit turn-off
dv/dt during switching.

Change i“ voltage during turn-on and t.r”-off measured between
75Z and 25X of total clamp voltage d“ri”g turn-off.

P“Lse width between turn-o” and turn-off of device ““der test.

Stray series inductance due to Layout of circuit.

Series inductance.

METHOD 3690
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Specification conditions. The following conditions sha LL be specified in the detai L specification:

Vcc

‘cF

lL

Tc = TA

L

‘P

dvldt

N

v.

v.

A.

“c.

@m.

p,.

Vfps minimum.

Number of pulses.

Acceptance criteria.

3.

b.

c.

No degradation of blocking voltage at the end of test shall be permitted.

Latch-up or reduction of IL shall n-at be observed.

DuT must meet group A, subgroup 2 limits.

7. Comments a“d recommendations.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Gate resistor .x gate drive source must be as close as possible to device under test to
minimize oscillations during turn-off.

Gate resistor valve or gate drive is select~ to assure minimum peak dvldt is achieved.

Vc clamping device shouLd be as close as possib Le to device under test to minimize
vo[tage ww shoot. A general guideline is VCF shou Ld not exceed IIOX of VDH and must be

less than avalanche breakdown of device under test.

L should be selected to assure peak current is reached. The IC will not be reached if tca
large of an inductor is used.

safety preca”tio”s should be take” when testing high voltage devices and rules and
regulations for handling high voltage devices should be followed.

METHOO 3491
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NOTES :
1.

2.

lL

%
(

vOLTAGE
oRIvE

n
v
—

——

“cc

CURRENT FEED BACK

FIGURE 1. Inductive load circuit.

lNpuT’OLIrL
t- ‘0’’’”1

DRAIN CURRENT
RTID”

~ 0, — ,X-*—
-L-

lDcOfr]
kttl

. tc(. r t.. )

. t ,.
v DSH

1‘OX A
—902 ‘“claw”’ ~::~:#E

DRAIN VDLIAGE

‘dlofflv

“’ :- ! r

%~, ‘“Z--D%
‘v DD

%rf IV)

‘cla
(in a clamped inductive-load switching circuit) or V(BR)DSX (in an UnCLaMpti Cl? CUltJ

,S ti!~ peak off-state.
Drain and source references for Mosfets are equivalent to collector and emitter-
references for lGBTs.

FIGURE 2. Inductive load waveform.
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ME7HOD 5002

CAPACITANCE-VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS TO DETERMINE OXIDE QUALITY

1. ~. 7he purpose of this test is to determine the quality of an oxide layer as indicated by
capscita”ce-v.a ltage measurements of a metal-oxide semiconductor capacitor. The overall shape and p.xition
of the initial C/V curve can be interpreted in terms of the charge density, and to a certain ●xtent charge

tYPe, at the Oxide-semiconductor interface. By applying an appropriate bias while heating the sample to a
moderate temperature (e.g., 2CO”C), the mobile ion contamination level of the sample oxide may be
determined.

2. APpa ratuslmaterials. Capacitance-voltage plc.tti”g system complete with heatedlcrnled stage a“d probe
(Princeton Applied Research Model 410, )!S1 Electronics nodel S6S or equivalent). A Clv plotter msy be
constructed from the following compo”e”ts (see figure 1 for equipment setup).

2.1 Manual setup.

a. L-C meter (Eoatton 72B or equivalent)’.

b. X-Y recorder (hp 7035B or equivalent).

c. DC voltmeter (Systron Dormer 7050 or equivalent)

O. DC power SUPPLY, 0-100 volts.

e. Heated/ccmted stage (Thermachuck TP-36 or equivalent).

f. Probe in micromanipulato~.

2.2 Automatic C/V Plotter. (csM-16 or equivalent).

3. Suaqested procedure.

3.1 Sample preparation.

a. The sample is typically a silioa” wafer o“ which has been grown the oxide to be EIeas”red,
or wafers with k“cxi” clean oxide which is ex~sed to a furnace at temperature to measure
the furnace cleanliness. An array of metal dots cm the surface of the oxide provides the
top electrodes of the metal-oxide-semiconductor capacitors. The metal may eithm have
been depxited thr.a”gh a shadow mask to form the dots, or it may have been deposited
uniformly over the oxide surface and the” etched into the dot pattern by photolithographic
techniques. Cleanliness of the metal deposition is paramount. Contamination intrcd”ced
during metal depasitio” is as catastrophic to the oxide quality as is contamination
introduced during oxide growth. The metal shall have been annealed, except in cases where
the methcd is being used to investigate the effectiveness of annealing.

NOTE: This test may aiso be used to determine metal deposition system cleanliness when used with
oxide samp Les known to be contamination free.

b. The minimum dot size should be such that the capacitance of the HOS capacitor is > 20 Pf.

c. The oxide thicknes, is typicalky ‘7,100 angstroms. Reduced sensitivity results from oxide
thickness greater than 2,CGU angstroms.

d. The backside of the sample shall have the oxide removed to expmse the silicon. The
backside may have metal, such as alumi””m or gold depxited o“ it.

10f5
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3.2 C/v Dlot (at rcom temperature).

a.

b.

c.

d.

NOTE :

Place the wafer on the heated/ccoled stage. Use vacuum to hold the wafer firmly in place.

Zero the capacitance meter as necessary, place the paper in X-Y plotter and set-up the
voltage source for the desired ranged.

Select the capacitor dot to be measured and care fuLLy L.cwer the probe to contact it.

her the pen on the X-Y plotter and sweep the voltage over the desired range so a C/v
trace for an N-type substrate or P-type substrate, similar to that shown on figure 2 is
obtained.

If an anoma Lous trace is obtained. it maY be because the cacmitor is Leakina or shorted.
In this case, another dot should be seLe&d.

3.3 H&i Le icm drift.

a.

b.

c.

d.

NOTE :

e.

f.

9.

h.

Use the capacitor dot measured in 3.2:4.

Uith the probe caking good contact, apply a pasitive bias of 10”voLtlcm to the capacitor
dot. (For a 1,~ angstrom thick oxide, this is a lo-volt bias. ) A different .oLtage is
acceptable, if the manufacturer can demonstrate effectiveness.

Heat the sampLe to 303°c *S°C, -5°c with the bias applied. Hold at this temperature for
three (3) minutes (differmt times may be acceptable if the manufacturer can demonstrate
effectiveness).

With the bias still applied, cml the sample to roam temperature (the heating a“d ccoling
cycle can be autc.matica LLy prc.gmmmed if the Thermochuck system is used),

Be certain that the probe does not Lose contact with the capacito~ dot d“ri”g the
heatlcc-aL cycle. If it shouLd, the test is invalid and shouLd be repeated.

Lower the pen on the X-Y pLotter and sweep the voLtage over the range “ece$sary to .obtai”
a CIV trace simi Lar to that obtained i“ 3.2.4. The trace may be displaced o“ the voLtage
scale from the original trace, but should be para LLel to the origi”a L trace. LabeL this
trace as the (+) trace.

APPLY a n~ative bias Of the same magnitude seLected in 3.3.2 to the capacitor dot and
repeat steps 3.3.3 and 3.3.4.

Lower the pen on the X-Y pLotter and sweep the voLtage over the range again. This trace
may be displaced from the two previous traces and shou Ld be Labe Led as the (-) trace.

A“ automatic system that performs eq”ivate”t f“”ctio”s may be substituted for steps 3.3.2
a“d 3.3.7:

3.4 Intervretatio”.

a. Determine the AVFB (voltage difference between originaL trace a“d bias trace, take” at 93
percent capacitance LeveL - see figure 2).

METHOD 5CQ2
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b. Determine the mobile ion contamination concentration, No, as folbws:

‘o = ‘0 ‘ox ‘VFB

q tox

Uhere: GO = Permittivity of free space (8.85 x 10-12 coulomb vott “ m-’).

= Dielectric co”sta”t of the oxide (3.8 for silicon dioxide).Kox

q = The charge on an ●lectron (1.6 x 10-19 COU Lomb)

= Oxide thickness (in meters).tox

Example:

AVFB (measured from CIV curves similar to the ones on figure 2) = 1.4 voLts.

tox (measur& on wafer prior tornetal deposition) = 950 angstrom.

No= (8.85 x 10-’2) (3.8) (3.1,)
.3.1 * ,015,meteP2

(1.6 X 10-1 9) (950 x 10-10) = s., , ,oll,cm2

11So, the mob< le ion contamination-level is 3.1 x 10 mobile ions per square
cent i meter in this example.

c. Considerably more inf ormat ion concerni~ the oxide and the semi ccmductor substrate can be
obtained from interpretation of the CIV trace.

4. =.

4.1 Calibration. The voltage scale calibration of the X-Y plotter should be checked against the DVM
during set-up. Other i“st r“me”ts shou Ld be calibrated at regilar interva Ls.

6.2 ~. The voltage accuracy obtainable is *O. 1 volt and the AVFB accuracy obtainable is ii). 2

~~;ol~~m~~ti caL LOwer Li nit of detectabi Lity of rrobi le ion contami”atl.an is ~“ the ~rder of

4.3 Documental ion. Record results in appropriate cent rot document.

Uhelon, N. V., “Graphi ca 1 Relation Between Surface Parameters of Si li con, to be used in Connections with
IIOS Capacitance Measurementsss, Phi nips Res. Apt., 620-630 (1965).

METHoD 5CX32
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f f

‘“’””m
FIGURE 1. Diaqram of equipment set-up for mea$urinq relationship of

metal-insulator-semi conductor structures.

i
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90X Cox

AVFB (IF UNSYMMETRICAL
uSE ICORST CASEI

(+)
TRACE
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.: ,,
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— INVERSION a: ‘FB _ ACCUMULArlON _
(ORIGINAL TRACE I ; OEPLETION IORIGINAL TRACE I
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‘T

FIGURE 2. c/V traces.
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FIGURE 3. Mobile ion density vs. voltage shift (VFR).
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